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Frictional Sliding in Layered Rock: Laboratory-Scale
Experiments
B. J. Buescher, Jr., K. E. Perry, Jr. and J. S. Epstein
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory
Idaho Falls, Idaho
ABSTRACT
Understanding the mechanical behavior of jointed-rock masses is of critical importance to designing and predicting the performance of a nuclear waste repository. To this end we have studied the
frictional sliding between simulated rock joints using phase shifting moire interferometry. A
model was constructed from a stack of granite plates that were machined and sand-blasted to provide a uniform frictional interface. Load was applied monotonically and phase shifted moire
fringe patterns were recorded at different load states. Plots of slip along the interfaces for the
model are presented and demonstrate the ability of the photomechanics technique to provide precise measurement of frictional slip along the rock interfaces.
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1.0

Introduction

The work described in this report performed at the Idaho National Engineering laboratory is part
of the rock mechanics effort at Sandia National Laboratories for the Yucca Mountain Site Characterization Program. The laboratory-scale experiments conducted for this work are intended to provide high quality data on the mechanical behavior of jointed structures that can be used to validate
complex numerical models for rock-mass behavior. Given the difficulty in obtaining the quality
and quantity of data necessary for code validation efforts from field experiments, this work provides calibrated data for the numerical modeling activities.
Frictional sliding between simulated rock joints was studied in the laboratory using the technique
of phase shifting moire interferometry. A model was constructed from stacks of granite plates that
had been machined and sandblasted to provide a uniform frictional surface. The model contained
a central hole bored normal to the plane of the plates, so that frictional slip would be induced
between the plates near the hole under external compressive loading.
The design of the granite specimen was guided by preliminary experiments performed by Brown
[1] and by Perry et al. [2]. Brown [1] measured slip in a layered stack of polycarbonate plates
with a central circular hole under unixial loading using geometric moire techniques. Perry et al.
[2] performed similar experiments using phase-shifting moire interferometry. Figure 1 details the
overall design of the rock model used in the current experiment, which was similar to the polycarbonate models used in the previous two sets of experiments. Differences in specimen design
between these three sets of experiments are discussed later.
A 300 line/mm diffraction grating was replicated on the front surface of the model and interrogated with the INEL's phase shifting moire interferometer. During monotonic loading of the models, fringe patterns representing the in-plane surface displacements were recorded at several loads.
The relative slip between the plates was determined from these fringe patterns as a function of
position along the interfaces.
Moire interferometry [3] is a high-sensitivity method of full-field displacement measurement. The
technique directly provides contour maps of the two orthogonal in-plane displacement components, u and v.
Phase shifting [4,5] is an efficient means of converting the grayscale fringe pattern information
from moire interferograms into a digital representation of optical phase. The smoothing provided
by the data reduction algorithm is performed in time (over several discrete phase shifts), not in
space, so a degree of noise reduction is obtained without loss of spatial detail. This is important
when specimens contain edges and discontinuities.
The outputs of the technique are two-dimensional surface maps of in-plane displacement. Phase
shifting moire interferometry offers an experimental counterpart to the powerful computational
methods of solid mechanics, where displacements and strains are also the primary output.[6].

The measurements using the phase shifting moire interferometer have a precision on the order of
1.67 microns with a spatial resolution determined by the amount of magnification chosen in the
imaging system. In the experiments performed, the viewing width was 38.4 mm which yields a
spatial resolution of 06 mm. This is based on a disaggregation of the image by the video imaging
system to 640x240 (line-doubled to 640x480 to simplify calculations) pixels and 256 gray levels.
Because the smoothing provided by phase shifting does not distort the detail near edges and discontinuities, the information right up to the edge of the interfaces can be used to determine relative slip between plates.
The experimental details concerning the fabrication of the model, the load frame and fixture, and
the data acquisition procedures are summarized below. Finally, results for two experiments are
presented in the form of plots of slip versus position along two interfaces around the hole.

2.0

Experimental Details

2.1 Model Design
The differences in specimen design between the three sets of experiments (the experiment
described in the current report and those described in references [1] and [2] respectively) are primarily in the relative dimensions of the model. Perry increased the length of the model from that
used by Brown to one foot, which was eight times the diameter of the hole. In this report the specimen geometry was changed once more to facilitate construction of the model since granite was
only readily available in 10" x 10" plates 3/8" thick. The original models had been made with 1/4"
thick plates of Lexan. The height of the model was kept the same so 1/3 fewer plates were used,
which changed the geometry of the joints at the hole (which was also kept the same size). Also,
the ends of the granite model were left free (the ends of the Lexan models were fixed for convenience in construction and handling) to more closely match the numerical modeling efforts at
Sandia.

2.2 Model Construction
The model was constructed from 16 plates, 2" wide by 10" long, of 3/8" thick Cold Springs Black
Granite purchased from Idaho Travertine. Further information on the material is given below,
under the heading "Material and Interfacial Properties". After cutting and squaring, both sides of
the plates were machined flat to within 1/1000" with a diamond-tipped bit and sand-blasted to
ensure uniform surface roughness. The plates were then clamped together and one face machined
flat. A 1.5" diameter hole was bored through the center with a diamond core drill. The model was
then disassembled and finished as follows:
1. The plates were cleaned with soap and water.
2. The frictional surfaces of the middle plates (those onto which a grating was to be replicated)
were carefully covered with plastic adhesive tape to protect them from epoxy seeping between
n the plates during the grating replication process.
3. The front surface of the model was carefully aligned with a precision granite surface. The
model was then clamped together with C-clamps and a pair of metal plates to distribute the
load from the clamps.

4. A 300 line/mm aluminized photoplate diffraction grating was replicated on the front surface
of the model using Micro-Measurements PC-6 epoxy.
5. The plates were then separated so that the tape could be removed. The edges of the gratings
were gently polished with fine (600 grit) sandpaper to remove any "overlap" that could interfere with the sliding of the plates or damage the grating.
6. The adhesive tape was carefully removed from the frictional surfaces of the plates. Any
remaining adhesive was painstakingly removed with xylene.
7. The model was reassembled and the plates realigned optically.
2.3 Material and Interfacial Properties
The wave velocities for the granite were measured at room-dry conditions and found to be 6.2
mm/\is for compression and 3.63 mm/jxs for shear. The density of the material is 2.96 g/cm3,
resulting in the following dynamically-derived elastic properties: Young's modulus, E = 96.7 GPa,
Shear Modulus, G = 39.0 GPa, Poisson's ratio, v = .24. Specimen moisture was not measured as
the porosity of the granite is negligible. The manufacturer of the granite plates, the Cold Spring
Granite Company, provided the following material properties:
Absorption by weight: 0.112% (via ASTM test method C97)
Density: 2870.51 kg/m3. (via ASTM test method C97)
Compressive strength: 134.48 MPa (via ASTM test method C170)
Flexural strength: 12.23 MPa (via ASTM test method C880)
The static coefficient of friction ji s for the granite was measured between two of the plates of the
model with an ASTM standard incline test (Gl 15) to be 0.46. The report by Brown [1] contains
more information regarding the experimental procedures used to determine the ultrasonic data.
2.4 Load Frame and Fixture
A compact load frame designed for use on an optical table and constructed for this work by Perry
et al. [2] was used. Gear boxes were chosen to provide sufficient mechanical advantage to allow
the frame to be operated by hand. This avoided potential vibration problems from an electric or
hydraulic drive. Further details of the frame construction are given in [2].
A loading fixture was used that consisted of two 2" x 2" x 12" steel bars. An addition 2" x 2" x 6"
length of steel bar was used in conjunction with a pair of dowel pins to ensure even distribution of
load to the specimen. The fixture and the model are shown schematically in Figure 1.
2.5 Application of Moire to the Rock Model Experiment
There were several issues associated with the application of moire interferometry to this problem
that were initially addressed in the construction of the Lexan model [2]. The specimen construction and grating replication method were tailored from this experience to allow the grating to be
replicated onto each of the plates separately without introducing large rotations across the discontinuity of the interfaces between the plates.
An additional issue was the existence of discontinuities (the frictional surfaces) between the plates
themselves. Typically, only one continuous diffraction grating is interrogated during a moire
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Figure 2: Typical unwrapped fringe pattern of the model in Figure 1
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Figure 3: Close-up of the imaged region Of the model in Figure 1.

interferometry experiment. In this work, however, the area of interest was covered with separate
gratings (one per plate), each one rotated slightly relative to its neighbors. This introduced different initial carrier patterns for each of the plates. This made the usual technique of minimizing
these patterns to one fringe or less and accepting displacement data to be valid to within a constant unworkable. Fringe patterns at a minimal preload (null patterns) were therefore captured and
used as a reference so that absolute displacement measurements could be made. The phase-shifting technique allows zero load or initial null patterns to be directly subtracted from subsequent
loaded fringe patterns.
2.6 Description of the Interferometer System
The INEL's four beam fiber optic interferometer was used for this work [2]. This interferometer
combines two separate two beam interferometers to provide both horizontal (u) and vertical (v)
components of displacement. Central to the system is a four-way fiber optic beam splitter assembly that converts a single uncollimated beam of Argon-ion laser light into four equal intensity
beams channeled through individual fibers. More detail about the interferometer, including a
schematic illustrating the fiber optic assembly is given in reference [2].
Four 50mm diameter camera lenses are located at the end of the fibers and are used to collimate
the laser light from the individual fiber sources. The four lenses are mounted on an aluminum bar
frame in pairs— two lenses are mounted in a vertical plane, the other two lenses are mounted in a
horizontal plane. The entire frame can be rotated to remove any relative rotational misalignment
between the interferometer and the specimen.
At any one time, one pair of lenses is capped so that only two lenses project light onto the specimen surface. For example, the vertical pair of lenses can be capped so that the horizontal pair of
lenses can be used alone to form fringe patterns representing the in-plane horizontal displacements. The angle between the two beams incident on the specimen grating is chosen so that both
beams are diffracted onto a path normal to the surface of the specimen. When these two beams are
recombined using a conventional optical system (lens and camera), they interfere with each other
and form a fringe pattern.
Phase shifting is accomplished by stretching one of the selected fibers using a piezoelectric (PZT)
transducer. This transducer is under the control of the laboratory workstation so that the phase
shifting can be synchronized with the video image acquisition.
Wrapped fringe patterns are obtained by acquiring five images with 90 degree phase shifts
between the images. These images are then preprocessed with a simple algorithm to produce the
wrapped fringe pattern, which is saved for postprocessing. The wrapped fringe patterns are
unwrapped during postprocessing using a recursive flood-fill algorithm. The xi fringe analysis
software package from Renegade Solutions was licensed for this application and for extracting
quantitative data from these unwrapped fringe patterns.

3.0

Experimental Results

The model was subjected to three consecutive tests. Each test consisted of unloading the model

completely, aligning the optics, and taking null patterns at a nominal pre-load. The load would
then be increased gradually, and fringe patterns acquired at predetermined load states. The data
acquisition software provides the preprocessing necessary to condense the set of phase stepped
images for a given load state into one wrapped fringe pattern. The image must then be masked to
remove areas with questionable phase data and to mark discontinuities such as the frictional interfaces in this experiment, and the phase unwrapped. After this, the unwrapped null pattern was
subtracted from each deformed fringe pattern to provide a measure of absolute displacement.
The unwrapped fringe patterns can be useful in that they provide a qualitative representation of
full-field data. A good example is shown m the report by Perry et al. [2] using Lexan. However, in
these experiments with granite, the level of slip was small and any qualitative interpretation by
inspection of pseudocolor images of the fringe patterns would be dubious. Figure 2 shows an
example of an unwrapped fringe pattern from these tests in grayscale. To obtain a quantitative
measure of slip as a function of position along the interface, line scans of displacement were
extracted above and below the interface and subtracted from each other. Figure 3 depicts a closeup of Figure 1 in the area where the grating was replicated. The two interfaces from which data
were extracted are labeled as "upper" and "lower". Figures 4a-c and 5a-c show slip as a function
of position for two interfaces at several load states, with positive slip indicating that the upper
plate slipped towards the hole relative to the lower place. It should be noted that the data is not
smoothed in any way as compared to the Lexan data described in [2]. This was done because of
the large grain size (several mm) of the granite used which introduces significant local fluctuations in surface properties and thus in the measured frictional slip. It should also be noted that
zero displacement was arbitrarily chosen at the hole end of each interface to facilitate comparison
to the results for the Lexan model in [2].

4.0

Conclusions

The graphs in figure sets 4 and 5 show a clear evolution of slip with increasing load. Since the
rock was not cycled through several iterations of loading and unloading to prevent potential damage to the model, the quantitative differences between the three data sets depicted are probably
due to a "wearing-in" effect. This evidences the stochastic nature of frictional interfaces in rock.
Nevertheless, all the graphs show good resolution of local detail. By examining some of the flatter regions of the graphs the level of sinusoidal systematic noise in the interferometer can be seen
to be significantly smaller than some of the strong local fluctuations. In fact, initial attempts to
smooth the data introduced anomalous results due to artifacts of polynomial fitting, and would
have made it impossible to normalize the data in any consistent fashion. However, in the
unsmoothed data, much interesting detail is evident. Of particular interest is the very clear pinning
in Figure 4a at about -25mm from the hole. In subsequent tests (Figures 4b and 4c) on the upper
interface there are also several areas (see the region from about -5mm to -15 mm on figure 4b) that
initially lock up and then release at higher loads. Along the lower interface, evolution of slip is
more uniform, in essential agreement with the Lexan results [2]. Still, the highly variable spatial
frequency of the data— which can be distinguished from noise by its amplitude— is evident.
Again, this is probably due to the large grain size of the granite and the stochastic frictional processes. An unusual feature of the evolution of slip with increasing load, which is also present in
the data from the Lexan model experiments by Perry [2], is that as the load gets larger, some
plates seem to return to a null position. It is not clear why this should occur.

5.0

Future Work

A model with vertical cuts ("blocky rock") has been fabricated for further testing. It will be
loaded in an inclined loading arrangement in the existing load frame. A linear bearing system has
been constructed and is available for interrogating larger areas of the model surfaces. Moire" interferometry can also be used to calibrate digital image correlation, which is of interest because of its
potential for use in the field for examining deformations and slip in geologic scale layered rock
structures. Further examination of the current data for correlation of the "jagginess", or variability in spatial frequency, of the data to the typical grain size of the granite would also be of potential interest.
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Figure 4a: Upper interface , first test
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Figure 4b: Upper interface , second test
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Figure 4c: Upper interface, third test
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Figure 5a: Lower interface , first test.
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Figure 5b: Lower interface, second test.
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Figure 5c: Lower interface, third test.
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